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Lean six sigma logistics

This is my last post on the LEAN series that I have written in the last few weeks. We talked about the overview of LEAN initiatives, what are the elements of 5S, the introduction to Kaizen, and what is kanban. Today I talk about one of the most searched and talked parts lean and answer the question: What is Lean Six
Sigma? Please feel free to comment below for your thoughts on LEAN both in the workplace, but also in manufacturing, supply chain and logistics, in the comments section below, or feel free to email me cmiconsulting93@gmail.com. What is Lean Six Sigma? There is always a better way to do something .... hey, why not
combine LEAN initiatives with increasing quality? How can we achieve this in order to exceed our customer's expectations and added value, we will answer your question What is Lean Six Sigma? How did it make Lean Six Sigma? Using additional problem-solving techniques can help solve a larger number and a variety
of business problems. Since the 1980s, consultants trained in both techniques realized the link between Lean and Six Sigma and began to push the combination of two (2) tools Six Sigma (focused on improving quality) and Lean (focused on waste disposal). With a combined management approach, LSS (Lean Six
Sigma) amplifies the strengths and minimizes weaknesses in both approaches when used alone. Increasingly popular, Lean Six Sigma first emphasizes the use of Lean methodology and tools to identify and remove waste and increase process speed, then follows that using Six Sigma methodologies and tools to identify
and reduce or remove process variation using Value Stream mapping and root cause analysis through the last two (2) LEAN series articles. Most organizations that run quality initiatives in the company now choose to use Lean Six Sigma instead of just one or other methodology to gain greater influence in the business.
Summary: Remove all waste and improve the capacity of the customer lean and use Six Sigma to reduce process variation and improve quality. Common sense? We have spent a lot of time on lean,, per se, such as 5S, Kanban and continuous improvement or Kaizen initiatives. Basically, the key to lean is to dispose of
all waste. As we reviewed, there's a lot of waste. 5S is an organizational tool, Kanban is a tensile system that eliminates large inventory that can be wasteful and improve customer bandwidth and continuously improve/Kaizen has concepts that improve all operations every day and get involved with all employees. The
sustainability, maintenance and control of their implementation of the system is critical to ensure that employees do not withdraw from the old informal systems once the company has made the paradigm shift to LEAN initiatives. So it's time to go to six sigma' explanation. What is lean six sigma philosophy? Six Sigma is A
philosophy developed by Motorola that emphasizes setting very high goals, collecting data and analysing results to a fine extent to reduce product and service defects. The Greek letter sigma is sometimes used to indicate the difference in the standard. Six Sigma's philosophy is that when you measure how many defects
are in the process, you can figure out how to systematically eliminate them and get as close to perfection as possible or known zero flaws in the past before Six Sigma was developed. In order for a company to achieve six sigma, it cannot cause more than 3.4 defects per million, where the possibility is defined as a
possibility of non-compliance. It is very close to perfection or zero errors and is difficult to achieve. It takes a lot of discipline and concentration. There are two Six Sigma processes: Six Sigma DMAIC and Six Sigma DMADV, each term derived from the main steps of the process. Six Sigma DMAIC is a process that
defines, measures, analyzes, improves, and controls existing processes that fall below the Six Sigma specification. Six Sigma DMADV defines, measures, analyzes, designs and controls new processes or products that strive to achieve Six Sigma quality. All Six Sigma processes are performed in Six Sigma Green Belts
or Six Sigma Black Belts, which is then overseeing the Six Sigma Master Black Belts (SSMBB), the conditions created by Motorola. Six Sigma supporters argue that its benefits include reducing up to 50% of process costs, improving cycle time, wasting less materials, better understanding of customer demands, greater
customer satisfaction and more reliable products and services. It is acknowledged that Six Sigma can be costly to implement and can take several years before the company starts to see bottom-line results. Texas Instruments, Scientific-Atlanta, General Electric and Allied Signal are some of the companies that practice
Six Sigma. Six Sigma certification classes are long and heavy when you go through different waist levels. There are different levels of Six Sigma belt training and certification: Yellow Belts, Green Belts, Black Belts and Master Black Belts. Of course, SSMBB (Six Sigma Master Black Belt) is the most difficult level to
achieve. Certificates should be re-tested each year in order to maintain the original education or to move to the next level. The top management VP should be responsible and responsible for this Six Sigma program because it should be a top-down program for proper management of focus, discipline, maintenance once,
and control. DMAIC: Define, measure, analyze, correct, and verify any root cause of the problem by using these steps to resolve the issue. Cross-functional teams that use DMAIC can solve many internal programs. What directs what problems to solve? The use of VOC or Customer opinion is used for Projects.
Questionnaires are sent to customers who ask for input on how to improve their business to exceed customer expectations. These responses will be reviewed by Six Sigma and the Vice-President responsible for SSMBB. They will then be delegated to six sigma black belts and their teams. What priorities are used? The
Pareto 80/20 principle is used for the examination of projects, where 20% of projects account for 80% of the total projects and have the greatest impact on the company and their customers. These projects also add the greatest value to the company's products and, ultimately, to their customers. Summary What is Lean
Six Sigma This is a general overview of Six Sigma. It is scientific and uses Engineering/Quality Assurance in many cases and goes into the statistics much deeper than this review, but it gives you a general idea of the Six Sigma process. Critical Factors: Applying LEAN to your company takes time. In some cases, it will
take a few years or more. All definitions can be recertified on an annual basis. Weekly audits are necessary to maintain and control all lean implementation. Many group meetings occur to solve critical issues that arise. The heads of each department are necessary to focus on maintaining implementation. Key
performance indicators (KPIs) should be set as objectives, such as 10% productivity improvements in the number of X-x months. A general project plan would be very useful for each stage of LEAN. LEAN SERIES AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION: Looking back at previous articles in the LEAN series: What DOES LEAN, IN
GENERAL MEAN TO YOU? How would you apply 5S? Why does kanban reduce inventory and what is the different name of the kanban? Do you practice continuous improvement/ KAIZEN daily? If not, why not? If you were to define Six Sigma in general, what would you say? What is the most important aspect of all
these LEAN initiatives? If you cannot answer these questions or have any comments about them, please contact Chuck Intrier: cmiconsulting93@gmail.com by Samuel Silva | In a competitive global market, customers are more tuned to high-quality craftsmanship than ever before. They are also more likely to assess the
maintenance of companies, especially when it comes to sustainability. In March 2012, a Nielsen survey found that two-thirds of customers said they preferred to buy products and services from companies that contribute to the benefit of society, with environmental care at its highest on the list. Almost half of respondents
said they would pay more for such products and services. Industrial facilities can achieve a dramatic improvement in both quality and sustainability by adopting a common process methodology: Lean Six Sigma. Employees of many companies – from decision-making companies to plant workers – often misunderstand
both the concepts of Lean Six Sigma and its reality. In this article, we will look at these issues and make recommendations on how plants can benefit from the Lean Six Sigma program. What is Lean Six Sigma? Lean Six Sigma is a conceptual framework that, if properly implemented, extends far beyond the factory floor
and into every aspect of the company's business. It combines two of today's most influential trends: improving quality, measured by eliminating defects and process variations, increasing predictability and consistency, and focusing on the products/processes/services that the customer appreciates the most (Six Sigma).
Waste reduction measured by unnecessary movement, transport, supplies, processing, production and defect elimination or drastic reduction (lean). Lean Six Sigma is the perfect alliance of two useful practices. Although the Lean concept promotes a sustainable and cost-effective outcome, it does not in itself provide the
necessary process improvement strategies to achieve these objectives. Six Sigma is all about process improvement, benchmarking (measurement to set performance improvement goals) and prioritizing (determine which process improvements will deliver the greatest results) by adding value to the effort. In other words,
Six Sigma, a company can accurately determine how many problems, defects, errors, inaccuracies, etc., occur and then provide a systematic methodology for their eradication. DMAIC Lean Six Sigma involves five different steps: define, measure, analyze, improve and control (DMAIC). While many facilities pay lip
service for these steps, those for whom Lean Six Sigma offers the best truly embrace them across the levels of activity. DMAIC is not a magic recipe to achieve the benefits of Lean Six Sigma as a whole. Rather, it is a formula to achieve additional benefits, which ultimately leads to quality and waste reduction, using a
continuous feedback loop to improve processes to achieve excellence. While Lean and DMAIC can drive improvements to the factory floor, the principles are applicable in every corner of the organization. The excellence promoted by Lean Six Sigma goes through the entire operation and as a result, both customers and
employees are happier. This is evidenced by many companies – from accounting firms to human resources agencies – which achieve dramatic results with Lean Six Sigma. These are 100 percent service companies without a single product to design, engineer, build, finish or repair, and yet Lean Six Sigma is meaningful
to them. The keys to achievement for many companies and facilities are the division of Lean Six Sigma when management or staff misunderstand its intrinsic nature. Lean Six Sigma is not an approach that the organization takes purely to save money. Nor is it a sprint or cookie cutter solution that works in the same way
Lean Six Sigma requires significant discipline and leadership. To prove its effectiveness, it must produce results that can be confirmed, regardless of whether the approval comes from a financial department that documents financial savings or a service department that is flooded with positive customer feedback. The
importance of committed efforts and patience in successful implementation cannot be overstated. Some of the basic requirements needed for companies or facilities to succeed with Lean Six Sigma are as follows: organisations must have a good reason to implement Lean Six Sigma. Senior management must be 100 per
cent invested and committed to achieving Lean Six Sigma. Companies must be prepared to invest in appropriate and qualified resources for the initiative, whether they are employees, materials, technologies or a combination. Stakeholders and participants must work together as a team. Crew members must have the
right to take initiatives without the need for continuous assessment and approval. Organisations must devote sufficient time and resources to training, which is crucial for achieving a positive outcome. When companies are working on their priorities, they should focus not on improving, which quickly creates change, but
rather on those with the greatest impact on quality. The feedback cycle is an important incremental and long-term improvement and can't get along. Why Lean Six Sigma? If Lean Six Sigma requires so much dedication and effort, why do it go through in the first place? The answer is that the rewards can be truly amazing.
Some of the positive improvements that tools see when using this approach include: The value of Customer Lean Six Sigma brings better service, delivery and quality, all of which create value for customers and drive business to the company's doorstep. Increased labor productivity and morale not only do the process of
improving from Lean Six Sigma increase productivity, but research shows that it also increases employee attitudes and satisfaction in the workplace. More Fluid strategic positioning for Lean Six Sigma operations is more nimble and more flexible in terms of changing conditions, allowing them to adapt more easily to
unforeseen changes in the business or economic climate. A stronger competitive stance of customers, vendors and partners is driven by the type of excellence and success that Lean Six Sigma's activities exhibit, making these companies more competitive in all aspects of business. Standard achievement In the case of
process standardisation, staff training, project management and monitoring, problem solving and other aspects of the company's activities will be simplified and harmonised. Better innovation If staff and management do not constantly solve problems and/or dying challenges, this will open the way for more innovative and
creative thinking. Bottom Line Not only does lean operations save money in terms of reduced waste of all types, but higher customer satisfaction and less revenue will result in higher profitability. Numerous companies have documented annual savings from Lean Six Sigma initiatives, which range from $2,000 to $250,000
(and higher) per improvement, and these figures do not include added value from increased sales, improved reputation and expanded customer goodwill. The U.S. Army reports that its Lean Six Sigma initiatives have led to savings approaching $2 billion. Billion.
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